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ABSTRACT 
In this paper we have unified a class or adaptive 

CSMA protocols that include the Adaptive-Tree-Walk 
Protocol, the Urn Protocol, the Priority-Access Protocol, 
the Arrival-Time-Window Protocol and the Virtual
Window_ J:>rotocol. Sev_eral common characteristics are 
identified in these protocols: (a) each station in the net
work generates a contention parameter that is governed 
by a possibly sta.tion-dependet1t distribution function; (b) 
a global window is maintained in nll the stations; and {c) 
a distributed window-control ~;chem~ is ust~d to find the 
extremum of the contention parameters. A unified win
dow protocol is proposed to encompass these different 
protocols. Optimal control or the window sizes cn.n be 
obtained by dynamic programming wbieh minimizes the 
ex pee ted total number of contention :;lots. Heuristic 
schemes that are computationally etncieut and accurate 
are also proposed. 

KEYWORDS AND PHRASES: Aduptive-Tree-Walk 
Protocol, Arrivai·Time--Window Protocol, CS/\1A/CD net~ 
work, contention, dynamic programming, priority, Urn 
Protocol, Virtual-Window Protocol. 

l. INTRODUCTION 
A Carrit!r·Senst""M u It i pll'-Acct~ssjCar rier-Detect 

(CSMA/CD) network i• characterized by a siugle shared 
t·hanucl with a distributed contcntion·resolution protocol. 
TJ~t, unit or message is a packet and t•a.n be s<~nt in a 
packet time. A station is active if it is n.ttt~mpting to 
access the channel; otherwise, it is idle. Bdoro a stations 
<'.an send a packet, it detects whether a t·arrier is present 
(the channel is being u~::~ed). If the duwuel is busy, tbe 
s-tation waits until it becomes rrce; otherwise, the stu.tion 
starts the transmission. When two stations try to 
transmit l:limultaneously, a. collision is said to occur. The 
contending stations have to wait and transmit again in 
the future. 

CSMA/CD networks have been studied for over a 
decade, and many protocols were proposed. These proto
cols can broadly be classified into nonadaptive and adap· 
live according to their transmission policit•s. A nonadap· 
tive CSMA protocol makes its transmission decision 
r<"gardless or the channel lond. Nonpersistent und !>-
persistent protocols are examples of this class [KLE75a]. 
On the other hand, the knowledge of channel load is used 
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·to schedule transmission in an adaptive CSMA protocol. 
This knowledge may be estimated explicitly by a dedi
cated channel monitor as proposed by Kleinrock and 
Yemini [KLE78[, or may be acquired implicitly by the 
contention experiences of an individual station such as 
the Binary Exponential Backolf scheme or Ethernet 
[MET76]. It has been shown that a CSMA network with 
nonadaptive protocols is inherently instable [FA Y77]. 
The effective throughput of the channel will tend to zero 
due to the possible endless collisions, In order to main· 
lain a stable duuinel, an adaptive protocol .is necessary. 

Many adaptive CS:MA protocols were proposed, not· 
ably a.re the Adaptive-Tree-Walk Protocol [CAJ'70], the 
Urn Protocol IKLE78, MIT8l], the Arriva.l-1 imc-Window 
Protocol [T<l\V82, KUR83] and the Virtual-Window Pro
tocol [W All83]. Other nonadaptive protocols for priority 
resolution have been studied \TOU82, Nl83J, but the 
corn•sponding adnptive protoco s have not been round. 
In this papm Wt> study these protocols and explore t.heir 
common characteristics. It is shown that tht>se protocols 
belong to a general class or window·coutrol protot·ols in 
which station i gtmera.tes a cont.ention pnramdcr t.hat is 
govenwd by a. station·dependent distribution. A unitied 
model is proposed which defines a basic window·scarch 
proct~dure for resolving contentions and finding the 
l"Xtr~mum of t.hc contention parametE•rs. The obj('ctive 
runct.ion to be optimized in di!Iert•nt prot.ot•ols is 
trnn,:,~]a.tcd into a common objective function t.hat is 
exprt>ssed in terms or the distribution !unctions and the 
channel loud. A single optimization nwthod can, there. 
rare, be applied to all these different protocols. 

The paper is organized in the logical sequence of 
model developmc.>ni. ln Section 2 the wiudow·search pr<r 
cudure is presented, and the family or protocols that can 
be solved by this procedure are identified. In particular, 
the underlying distributions or the contention parameters 
!or all ~he stations are derived. The dynamic· 
programnung formulation is shown in Section 3. It is 
found that <~onteution can be resolved in an expected 
time or about two contention slots regardless or the chan~ 
nel load. · It should be pointed out that this result is 
based on knowledge or the distribution functions and the 
channel load. The performance is improved as compared 
to previous protocols that utilize the chanllcl load alone, 
and can be :;aid to be optimal a.s far as the order or mag· 
nitudc is concerned. However, dynamic·programming 
methods are time~consuming, and more efficient methods 
arc studied in Section 4. The problem or estimating 
channel load and global distributions are also discussed. 

2. UNIFIED WINDOW PROTOCOL 
2~1. Contention Resolution Model 

In a multiaccess bus, simultant...>OUS requests for chan· 
ncl access can be generated by independent stations. In 
order to resolve. contention and to allocate exactly one 



station the access of the channel, a. contention~rcsolu tion 
proltJCO( is_ 11ece::ssary. An easy way is to ask t!Very con
tender to generate a para.mt•tur, u.ud the station with the 
miuimum (or ma.ximurnJ parameter wins the contention. 
From this point or view, the contcutiun·rcsoluti<JD proO· 
!em can be reduced to the problt~m of finding the 
extremum among a set of contention parumeters. 

A distributed window-search scheme is proposed h€'re 
to solve the above problem. Suppose the set of coutenw 
lion parameters nre {x 1, ... , X 0 } in thl.! intl.!rval hlllween L 
and U, and Yi is the i-th smallest or the x·'s. Given that 
the minimum value is sought, an initial inlerval is chosen 
with the lower bound at L and the upper bound between 
L and U. There can be zero, one or many y·'s lying in 
th.is . interva.l. If ther~ is exactly one uumber falling 
wttlun the tnterval, th.LS number can be verified as the 
minimum, yl' Otherwise, the interval has to be updated: 
it is moved ir it contains no Yi; or it is shrunk to a 
smaller tiize ir it contains more than one y.'s. The process 
~s repeated until the minimum is uniquelY isolated in the 
tnterva.l. The procedure is outlined in Figure 1. 

procedure search (D, y1, y2, ... , y., window); 
I n 

l* n .. number or elements, 
y1, ... ,y n • set or random numbers of distribution F(y), 
window .. runction to calculate window size w 
lb_window. lower bound or window to be se~rched 

•/ ub_win·dow .. upper bouud of window to be searched. 

lb_window = L; 
ub_window = U; 
w =window( lb_window, ub_window, Jl); 

while ITIWE) do I 
If lYt ~ wand y2 ~ w) then 

lb_window = w; /• update lb •/ 
else 

If (y 1 < w and Y• < w) then 
ub_window '= w; /• update ub •/ 

else [ 
I• successful isolation or minimum •/ 
return(lb_window, ub_window); 

w = window( lb_window, ub_window, ii); 
I 

Figure 1. Window baaed minimum-search procedure. 

Implementation or the distributed window-search 
schem~ on a CSMA/CD network requires a method of 
detectm~ the number .of parameters covered by an interw 
vaL Thts can be provtded by the cotlision-dctection capa
bility. A global window is kept by all the stations, and 
statiom> with parameters inside the window are allowed 
to transmit. The state of the chu.nnd due to the 
transmission can be either idle, successful or collision 
wl_ti~h corr.espo~ds respe~tively t~, zero, one. or many 
mm~ma lyu~g m the wmdow. 1 hcrefore, tt is very 
etficwnt to Implement the window~scarch procedure on 
CSMA/CD networks. The resulting protocol called win
do.w protocol should consist of the following components: 

• Contention parametera: Each contending station gen~ 
erates a contention pa.ramt~ter that is goverucd by an 
application-dependent distribution function. 

• G'lobal window: A global window is maintained at each 
station, and it serves as a reference for the decision of 
transmission. An initial window must be selected 
before contention begins. 

• TransmiiJsion rille: A station is allowed to transmit ir 
its contention parameter is inside the window. 

• Distributed window control: Window is updah•d in a 
distributed fashion according to outcome or transmis
sion. The windows maintained by all the stations 
must be .identical in each step of the contention pro
cess. This can be achieved if all the stations receive 
identical information and apply the same rule in 
updating the window. 

2.2 The Family Of Window Protocols 
In this section several adaptive CSMA/CD protocols 

are shown to be members or the family of window proto
cols. The distributions or contention parameters that 
characterize these protocols will be discu~ed here. The 
dhitributions or the first three protocols are discrete, 
whereas those or the last two are continuous. 

(a) Adaptive- Tree- Walk Protocol 
This protocol is basically a preorder binary-tree 

~raversal algorithm fCAP7Q}. A binary tree is organized 
tn such a way that each lear is associated with a station 
in the network. The search begins at the root, and all 
ready stations (':l.fl transmit in the first contention slot. It 
a collision occurs, the search continues rccun;ivcly with 
the left and right subtrees in the following conic.~ntion 
slots .. Th~ search stops when a single ready station is 
cout.a.med 10 a subtree . .Arter the packet is transmitted 
the next contention slot is reserved for the next subtre~ 
in the preorder seurch. 

Thi~ protocell can be viewed ns a moving window 
proto(·oJ in which thtl sl2e or the windOW is t•quuJ l.o the 
number or lt~aves in the subtree. The objectiv~ is to istr 
late a. st~tiou with ~hu minimum distance from the origin 
or. t~e .wmdow. Wtthout loss o£ generality, suppose the 
ongm ts curreu~ly at station 1. A ready station i gen
erates a. cootentton parameter which is the distq.uce from 
1, :Whi!e an idle station generates a very large number 
wbtch IS never considered .by the protocol, say N + 1. The 
proba.~thty dcnst~y runctiOn rrom which a station gen· 
crates 1ts contentton parameter is: 

I Pr{i-th station is active} 
r,(k) = 

0
Pr{i·th station is idle} 

k = i 
k = N+1 (2.1) 
otherwise 

Suppose there is only one butTer at each station. Let 
p be the probability or a new packet arriving in a 
packet-transmission time (assuming that contention time 
ts much sn~aller than packet time) and ti be the number 
of packet t1mes elapsed since the i-th station was allowed 
to transmit, then 

Pr{i-th station is activ~ p, t,} = 1- (1-p)'' (2.2) 

p is a runction or N, the total number o£ stations in 
the network, and n, the number of stations that have 
transmitted when the window has circumscribed ovt~r all 
the stations once. The next station allowed to transmit 
~nust have been idle Cor n packet times, a.nd the probabil
Ity that a packet is ready is (1-(1-p)"). For the N sta.
~Ions lD the network, the expected number that transmit 
IS: 

N (1- (1-p)") = n (2.3) 



Solving Eq. 2.3 yields: 
1 

p = 1 _ [1 _ ~ r;· (2.4) 

ti cannot be round exactly, but can be estimated 
from n. ln order to compute t;, it is Jtt'('l'~sary to know 
the minimum and maximum number of stations that 
could have tran;;mitted when the window ha.., moveJ from 
station i to Uw current origin. The maximum cannot 
exceed either n. or N-i 1 and the minimum cannot be less 
than either 0 or n-i. The number of active stations 
b~Jtwecn station i and the orip;in bas an incoJnplete biuo
nual du;tribut1on with prob;tbdity

1
,(N[ -i)/N.

1
,.-k 

[n) N-i 1_ N-i 
k N N 

Pr(t;=k) = [ J [ l . (2.5) 
. m;n):N-;) t~ l N-i . 1- N-i n-J 

J=mu(O,n-1) J N N 
The equations .derived here are approximations because 
they assume that each station has constant elapsed time 
before it is allowed to transmit. 

Substituting Eq's 2.2, 2.4 and 2.5 into Eq. 2.1, the 
~"istributio~ function tor. station i, 1~i$N, to generate 
1~ cont.entton parameter ts: 

0 

l';(k) = m;n(!!,_N-;) [ N-i J/n 
1- 2,; 1--- Pr(t;=j) 

j:=ma.x(O,n-i) N 
1 

k<i 

i~k~N(2.6) 

k>N 

A window is detined in the interval f l 1 NI such that 
stations with contention parameters inside the window 
can contend. The adaptive-treL-walk protocol i:; a heurig. 
tic way or controlling the window size by halving or dou .. 
bling it after each contention. 

(b) Urn Protocol 
The Urn Protocol of Kleiurock and Ycmini [KLE78[ 

is similar to the Adaptive-Trct. .... Walk Protocol in thnt 
t~ad1 ready station generates a colltention parameter 
which i.s the distance from the origin of the window. The 
di~trilmtion function given in Eq. ~.U, thus, applies. The 
difference lie::~ in the window coutrol. In the Urn Proto
col, the initial window size, w, is chosen by optimizing 
the urn model. During each contention slot, those staM 
lions inside the window are giv(~ll pennission to transmit. 
The window is advanced w positions if there is successful 
or no transmission. In case of collision, the window is 
shrunk to half of its original size. This window-control 
scheme is applicable when the set or ready stations are 
ur.li(ormly distributed. However, due to the round-robin 
service discipline, those stations closer to the origin of the 
window have a. longer elapsed timl~ since last enabled 
aud, thus a higher probability of be<~oming aC'tive. A 
better control tiCbeme must be duveloped. 

(c) Priority-CSMA Protocols 
· Several nonadaptive CSMA protocols for ha.odting 

p~iority me~ages have been suggested in rec~nt yt>ars. 
Tobagi proposed that ·priorities be resolved linearly 
[TOB82,SHA83]: Each station is assigned the highest 
priority o( 'the local messages. During the resolution of 
priorities, a slot is reserved tor each priority class. A 
ready station contends during the slot reserved for the 
local priority. The process stops when the highest prior
ity level is determined. This scheme is good when high 

priority messages are predominantly sent. Subsequently, 
Ni developed a binary-divide scheme which resolv~s the 
highest priority level in O(log2P) steps where P Is the 
maximum number of priority levels [Nl83l. This !U>$Umes 
that the highe:,t priorH.y level is equally ikely to be any 
one of the P priorit.y levels. 

A closer look at the prol>lem reveals t.hat the highest 
priority class or the stations is sought. This is the prob
lem of finding the maximum priority from a set of n con~ 
tending stations (priority classes ranging from 1 to~). It 
can be solved by a. window protocol such that the h1ghest 
priority class at each station is used as the contention 
parameter [W AHH3J.- . . . _ . . 

Iu pursumg d1stnbuttons of pnortty classes, 1t ts 
assumed that. the messaAe arrival rate of priority class i 
at station j is X;,; (X; = EX;j), and the corresponding ser-

j=t . 
vice rate is l'!,j· Suppose th.e channel can ~er~tce a mes~ 
sage of cla&"S 1 at rate Pi· . Smce a; lower l?rwnty me~s';Lge 
can only be serviced durmg an tdle perwd of servtcmg 
higher priority messages, the effective service rate of cla.ss 
i messages in thepehannel is: 

p;' = P; II (1-pk) i=l, 2, ... , p (2.7) 
k=i +I 

where p., is the traffic intensity of class k messages in the 
system. By definition, 

P; = h_ i=1, 2, ... , P (2.8) 
Jlifl 

From the results of queueing theory [KLE75b], the 
effective service rate of class i messages at node j is: 

X· 
Pi7j = l'ie~ i=1, ... , P; j=l, ... , N (2.9) 

' The traffic intensity of class i messages at node j is: 
). .. 

Pij = ..:2:1.. i=l, ... , P; j=l, ... , N (2.10) 
' /Ji~j 

Class i will be empty at node j with probability 1-p;i· 
Thus node j will generate a. contention parameter Or 
value p with rob ability: 

f;(p) = Pp,j II (1-p;,;) j=1, ... , N; p=1, ... , p (2.11) 
i=p +I 

The distribution of the contention parameter at node j is: 

l'i(P) = E f
1
(k) j=1, ... , N; p=l, ... , P (2.12) 

k;;;l 

(d) Arrival- Time- Window Protocol 
Towsley proposed a window protocol on the tlme 

axis in which all stations have a common window of 
length u in the past [TOW82]. Stations with packets 
arriving during the window are allowed to coutt.>nd. It 
there is no or a success(u} transmission, the window is 
advanced u units of time; otherwise the window is 
reductid to a fraction, r, of its original size, and the pro
cess is rt~peatt~d until a packet is transmitted sucet•ssfully. 
The parameters u and r are chosen to optimize the per .. 
formance. However, they do not reflect instantaneous 
load conditions. 

Suppose the window begins at time 0, the current 
time is T, and there are n contending stations. Since 
Towsley's protocol searches Cor the earliest packet arrival 
time in this window, each station can use the first 
packet~arrival time in the interval (O,T) as the conten· 
tion parameter. A.ssuming that the arriv3.1 process at 
each station to be Poisson, the distribution of the first 



arrival time conditioned on the current time T and the 
origin o{ window 0 is: 

I (1.13) F;(t O<t$TJ = 

0 t$0 
I - e -X,(<-0) 

I _ e -X,{T-0) 

1 

where Xi is the packet arrival rate at station i. Notice 
tl1at if>.; #' >.j, then F;(t) #' Fj(t). 

(e) Virtual- Window Protocol 
A new VirtuaJ .. Window Protocol has been proposed 

to resolve contentions of meosages IWAII83J. Ea.ch of the 
n active stations generates a ranJom number from the 
uniform distribution U(O,l) as its contention parameter. 

That is, I 0 y$0 
F;(YJ = y O<y$1 i =I, ... , N (2.14) 

1 y>1 

A contention parameter is only a dummy argument in 
this protocol, and no physical meaning is attributed. 

a. OPTIMIZATION OF WINDOW CONTROL 
A successful transmission on a multiaccess channel is 

always preceded by a contentiOn period which resolves 
the channel·access right. For most BJ>plications, conten .. 
tion periods are independent, therefore, minimizing the 
length o( individual contention period tends to optimize 
the overall performance o! the channel. 'l'he ltmgth or a 
contention period for the window protocols de~<~ribcd in 
this pa.per is the number of contention slots expended 
before tbe extremum is exclusivuly identified. In optimiz· 
ing window control, a sequence of windows for ea.eh step 
or coutention have to be found so tha.t the expected 
number of contention slots i:s minimized. In this section 
au optimal algorithm based on dynamic programming is 
presented. 

3.1 Optimal Window Control By Dynamle Pro
gramming 

The minimization of the expected number or conten .. 
tion slots depends not only on the probability of success 
in the current slot, but also on the number or future 
contention slots in Ca.."ie that transmission is unsuccessful 
iu· lh!! current ~tlot. Tho formulation rc<tuircM tho follow· 
ing <.lctinition::~: . 
n(a.,b} the minimum expected number of contention 

slots .to resolve contention given thn.t all con
tention parameter~ are in the interval (u,UJ 
and coll~ion occurs in the curreu~ window 

g(w,a,b) 

9(w,a,b) 

r(w,a,b) 

Note that: 

(a,b]; 
probability of succeas in the next contention 
slot if a window of (a,wJ, a.<w<b, is used; 
probability of colJiJJion in the next contention 
Slot if a. window of (a,w], a.<w<b, is used; 
probability of no transmislliDn in the neXt 
contention slot if a. window or (a.,w], a.<w<b, 
is used. · 

9(w,a,b) + g(w,a,b) + r(w,a,b) = I (3.1) 

The problem of optimizing window control ca.n be 
!ofmula.ted recursively a.s follows: 

· _ . . I + O·g(w,a,b) 
n(a,b) -.~~~b + n(a,wH(w,a,bJ + n(w,bJ·r(w,a,bJ}(J. 2) 

The probabilities g(w,a,b), l,(w,a,b) and r(w,a,b) cau 
be dt~rived from the dtstflbutlons of the couteutaon 
parameters. \Vhe~ tra~smissi?n is unsuccessful, it is 
always possible to tdentlfy an mterval (a,b} such that a.t 
least two of the xi's lie in (a.,bJ and no xi is smaller than 
a. This condition is designated a.s event A. 

A = (at least two x;'s are in (a,b], given that all 
x;'s are in (a,U]} . 

Suppose the window 1s reduced ~o {a,w], a<w<b, 111 ~he 
next. slot three mutually exclustve events correspondmg 
to the tl;ree possible outcomes in the next slot can be 
identified: 

B ={exactly onex;'s is in {a,w]}; 
C =(no x; is in (a,w]}; 
D = {more than one xi's are in (a,w]}. 

From these events, the probabilities can be derived as: _ I _ Pr{AnB} 
g(w,a,b) - Pr{B A} - Pr{A} 

_ I _ Pr!AnCl 
r(w,a,b) - Pr(C A} - Pr(A} 

The event AnB means that exactly one or the xi's 1s m 
(a,wJ, at least one xi is in {w,bJ, and all others ~re in 
(w,U]. The event AnC means that at least two x; s are 
in (w,bJ given that all x;'s are in (w,U]. · 

Let F·(x) be the distribution function for generating 
X· l<i<N and M be the uumber of stations that are 

II -- t 

contending (M=N (or the Tree-walk or Urn Protocols, 
M=n for other protocols), then event A has probability: 

M 
Pr(A) = fiii-F;(a)] (3.3) 

~~l(t';(b)- t';(a)] ;IJ[I-F;{b)j)- ~J!H';(bJJ 
, .. 

'l'he first and last terms indicate the probabHitit..lS that all 
X·'s are greater than a and b respectively. The second 
t~rm is the probability that exactly one of the xi's is in 
the interval (a,b]. Similarly, 

g(w,a,b) = Pr:A) i~[F;(w)-F;(a)] (3.4) 

•jit~JI-Fj(w)]-i~JI-Fi(b)]l 
J jill I J ,.L 

r(w,a,b) = p 
1
A) {ll[1-F;{w)] (3.5) 

r( i=l 

- .~~ JF;(b)-F;{w)] i2[H';{b)] J- t~[H';(b)]) 
It follows that given the distributions of contention 

parameters, an optimal window can be derived in each 
step or the contention process by finding a. value of w 
which minimizes n(a,b) in Eq. 3.2. 

3.2 Numerical Evaluations 
The values of n(a,b} are computed with respect to 

the various CS?\-!A/CD protocols discussed in Section 2.2. 
(a) Virtual- Window Protocol; 

Since tht.! distributions of the contention parameters 
are independent and uniformly distributed over (0,1), 
Eq's 3.4 and 3.5 can be reduced to simpler forms: 



( w-a) I( 1-w 1"-1 -p-u )''- 1 I (a.6) 
g(w,a,b) = 1 (1-a)"- (!-b)"- n(lru)IJ-b)"-

- 1!!.:-;:!W!:,i):,_"=-.L(Io:;-.,!;b~)"--_.!!Cll(~b:,_-~WCll)i...!l_-~bL.)"-,--l (3.7) r(w,a,b) -
(1-a)•- (1-b)"- n(b-a)( !-b)" 1 

Although these equations simplify evaluation of Eq. 3.2, 
the dynamic-programming formulation is continuous and 
requires infinite levels of recursion. Some boundary c~m
ditions must be known in order to stop the evaluatiOn 
after some levels. Suppose the xi's are never too close 
together so that contention can always be resolved in one 
s~ep whenever the window size is smaller than 6. 

n(a,b) = 1 for all b-a < 6 (3.8) 

where 6 is a small positive number. It was set to one 
t~nth or the number of contending stations in our evalua
tions. The result.s or evaluation are plotted in figure 4 
whicb shows that the average number of contention slots 
is bounded by 2.3 and is independent of channel load. 
This is a deBirable property that is not achievable by any 
existing protocol. 

·(b) Arrival-time Window Protocol: 
The contention parameter xi of the Arrival-time 

Window Protocol is generated by an incomplete exponen
tial distribution. A random variable generated by such a. 
distribution, Fi{·). ca.n be transformed into another ran
dom variable th&t is uniformly distributed over (0,1) by 
replacing x, with IPAP65J: 

x1
1 = F1(x 1) (3.0) 

Since this tranttformation is a one-tu-otw lllllllPing and If 
the distribution!~ are idtmticu.l, llw optimization pl't .. 
formed on the transformed couh~ntiun pnrnmdl'rs can be 
showu to be equivalent to the original optimization. On 
the other band, if the distribuLions an~ non-identkt~l. 
some propertieH are lost after t.hc transformatitm. For 
example, the original order of packet arrivals ma.y not be 
preserved after the tra.ns!orma.lion. A packet arriving 
earlier at a ligbtrtraffic station than a pa.<:ket arriving a.t 
a heavy-traffic station may be transformed into a larger 
contention parameter than that at the heavy traffic sta
tion. Due to this phenomenon, the first-comt. ... first-serve 
discipline proposed by Kurose and Schwartz [KUR83] 
cannot be applied on the transformed contention parame
ters. 

(c) Global Priority-ll<solution Protocol: 
The optimization or window protoeuls for priority 

resolution is similar to but more eHicitmt thn.n protocols 
with continuous distributions bccau~c the contention 
parameters can ouly be a.tt:)igned integer::. and recursion 
can stop when the window size is smaller than oue. It 
follows that: 

n(a,b) = 0 lor all b-a::; I (3.10) 
These boundary conditions assure that contention 

can always be resolved in finite stt•ps. The perrorrn1~nce 
wag evaluated by w;l!luming that a packet hu.~ equal pro
bability of being ·at any priority level. The results plot... 
ted in F'igurc 2 show that the expected n.urnbcr of contt•n· 
tion steps is boUnded by a constant regardless of channel 
load. The performance is improved when the channel 
load is bea.Vy because there is iHCTCtLSed ccrtainity (or a 
high priority message to exist. However, the performance 
is· slightly worse when the number of priority levels is 
large. 

{d) Tree· Walk and Urn ProtocoiB: 
The discrete distributions for both Tree-Walk and 

Urn Protocols are non .. identical. Assuming that the ori-
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Figure 2. Performance of Adaptive-Tree-Walk and 
tlrn Protocols optimized under dynamic· 
programming window control (N is the 
number of stu.tions in the system). 

gin or the window is at station 1, there are two properties 
that can be used to reduce the complex itit~s or E<1's 3.3 to 
3.5: (i) F;(k) =o for k<i; and (ii) F;(a) = F;(b) for 
i < a,b < N. From these, we obtain: 

- -.. b b 
Pr(A) = Illl-F;(a)J- ):;t';(bJl1[1-F;(b)] (3.11) 

j::q i=• j=l 

b 

- rw-F,(blJ 
j;;} 

I • 
g(w,a,b) = Pr(A) ,~?;(w) 

jJii 

• !l:~P-F;(w)J- ;gll-F;(b)J) 
J fll J jill I 

1 { • r(w,a,b) = Pr(A) ~[1-F;(w)J 

- i~ [ F;(b) j£1H';(b)] ]- ,}.ll~~';(b)J) 

(3.12) 

(3.13) 

Among the J>"rotocols we have considered, the Tret. ... walk 
and Urn Protocols have the highest certainty about the 
values or xi's. The perCormance is, therefore, expectt.•d to 
be the best. Figure 3 verifies this ract and shows that 
perfect scheduling can be achieved when the load is 
heavy. It should be noted that the perrormance degrades 
as tbe total number of stations increases. \Vhen N-+oo, 
the protocol behaves like one with continuous distribu
tions. 
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•• IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS 
The dynamic-programming algorithm discussed in 

the last section provides a lower bound on th<' numbe-r of 
contention slots. However, the <'Omput.tttinnal romplPxity 
is high which mnkcs the a.lgoriUtm impnu:ti<'nl for rPnl· 
time applications. As an example, whPn N =20 in tht~ 
Tree-\Valk or llrn Protocols, the execut.ion tinw TE"quir<>d 
on a VAX 11/780 to evaluate Eq. 3.2 is .t.:J seconds. 
When N=IOO, the time is increased to 828 seconds. In 
this section, approximate algorithms are proposed to 
evaluate window sizes efficiently. Further, the problem of 
eslimating channel load will be addressed. 

4.1. Approximation Algorithms 
(a) Binary Decision Treu: 

Given a channel load n, the sequence of optimal win· 
dows derived from Eq. 3.2 constitute a binary decision 
tree. The root or a subtree represents a window. The 
optimal window for the next slot will reside in the left 
subtree if collision is detected in the current slot. On the 
other hand, the optimal window Cor the next step is in 
the right subtree if no transmission is detected. A set of 
binary trees, each o( whicb corresponds to a channel load, 
c.-an be constructed and stored a.s a lookup table in each 
station. The optimal window in each contention step 
can, therefore, be retrieved efficiently. An assigned sta
tion will be responsible for updating the trees whl!n distri· 
butions change. One problem with this method lif!s in 
t·he large memory-space requirement, Sin<'e the average 
numbf'r of contention slots is smnll, som(' subtn•(>S C':tn be 
pruned t.o reduce the memory sp:\cc without signill<'ant 
dcgrndation of performance. Window sizes in the• pruned 
subtr£>es have to be obtained by interpolation te<'hniques, 
Likewise, for those channel loads for which no dt>ch.;ion 
t·rees are stored, interpolation has to be. used to obtain 
window sizes. 

(b) Gr .. dy Algorithms: 
To speed up processing, recursion can be restricted 

or eliminated in the dynamic·programming algorithm, 
and some !oral optimization is performed when the recur· 
sion terminates, In case that the contention parameters 
have identical continuous distributions F(x), using a win· 
dow which maximizes the probability of success, g{w,a,b), 
in each contention step was found to be a good heuristic 
scheme. g(w,a,b) can be rpressed in a simple_ forJl here: 

g(w,a,b) = K [F(w)-F(a)] lfl-F(w)]"-1-[1-F(b}]"- 1 (4.1) 

where K = n/P{A). It can be shown that Eq. 4.1 is uni
modal between a and b, so a maximum exists in the 
interval {a,b). To find the optimal value of w, we set 
_L[g(w,a,b)J = 0 and solve for w. Assuming that 

ft:).,O, this leads to following equation: 
[1-F(w)J•-1 - [1-F(b)J"-1 (4.2) 

= (n-1)[F(w)-F(n.)J[1-F(w)Jn-2 

Let z = 1-F(w}, Eq. 4.2 becomes: 

Z
n-1 _ (n-1U1-F(a)]z"-2 _ [1-F(bl]"- 1 __ 

0 ~'-'-"1.'-- ( 4.3) 
n n 

It can be shown that a real root or Eq. 4.3 exists and 
satisfies (1-F(b)) < z, < (1-F(a)). The optimal window 
W0 can be computed directly from Z0 as follows: 

w
0 

= F-1(1-z0 ) (4.4) 

There is no closed-form solution to Eq. 4.4. 
Although z, can be solved numerically, it is still not prac
tical for real-time applications. We derive an approxi· 
mat.e solution to Eq. 4.1 by solving the following equa
tion. 

g(w,a,b) = K [F(w)-F(a)J [F(b)-F(w)] (4.5) 
n-• 

•!t-F(wl]"-2 t'v1 

i=O 

where v = [1-F(b)J/[t-F(wl]. An approximation rune-

(;
~~~ ·r"(w,a,b) can be solved by substituting the term 

I;v' by (n-1). That is, 
=• 

g(w,a,b) = K' [F(w)-F(a)] {F(b)-F(w)] {1-F(w)J•-2 (4.6) 

~here K' = (n-l}K. g(w,a,b} b:Ls its maximum at a posi· 
tlon very close to that o( g{w,a,b) and can· be obtained by 

solving d~ [log g(w,a,b)] = 0. From this we obtain: 
f(w) + f(w) + (n-2)f(w) = 

F(w)-F(a) F(w)-F(b) F(w)-1 ° 
or equivalently r 

[F(w)]2 + C[F(w)] + D = 0, 
where 

C = _ (n-tl[F(a)+F(b)J +2 
n 

D = F( a) +F(b) +(n-2)F(a)F(b) 
n 

(4.7) 

A solution to Eq. 4.7 in the interval (F(a),F(b)) is given 
by 

-c-..JC2'=40 F(w,) = 
2 

(4.8) 

The approximate window, .wa• can then bf! <'alculated 
easily. Figure 4 shows that empirically the approximate 
window-control rule (Eq. 4.8) performs nearly as g<)(.)d as 
the optimal one (Eq. 4.4). The number or contention 
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slots is bounded by 2.7 independent ol the number ol 
contending stations. Analytical verification ol this bound 
is not shown here. It should be noted that Ethernet 
requires a.n average ol O(log2n) contention slots [MET76J, 
and the performance is shown a.pprox imately by the 
cu.rve with binary-divide control rule in Fi~ure 4. 

When the distributions are discrete (such as in the 
priority resolution), maximization or g(w,a,b) has to be 
done by enumeration and not by differentiation. Approx
imations for ap_plicu.tions with non·ident.ica.l distributions 
(such as the Urn Protocol) will be iuve>Lisated in the 
tuture. 

,,2 Channel-Load Estimation 
One of the key factors in optimizing window control 

is ·the information on channel load. This must be 
estimated directly from statistics collected in the net
work. 

In the Virtual~ Window Protocol the load information 
ca.D be aasessed euily. When contention ends, cvt~ry pro
cet:u:~or knows the final window (a.,wJ. A maximum
likelihood estimate can be computed !rom the probability 
ol success. The likelihood function is derived as: 

L(n,w,a) = Pr(a<Y1 <w<Y2J 

= n(w-a)(l-wj•·l (4.9) 

L(n,w,a) ia ~axi~izeJ at 

n = or 
ln(l-w) 

(4. 10) 

Since the first-order statistic is readily available and 
can be 'piggybacked' in the packet transmitted, an alter
native estimate is baaed on the density function or this 
statistic. The conditional density ol y 1 is derived as: 

I 

fly,y,(Yt,Y2)dy2 

fy,(yJ a<Y1 <w<Yz) = -::wc-;1w"-------{4.11) 

f flv,v,(Yt,Y2)dyzdYt 
aw 

In the Virtual-Window Protocol, the distributions of the 
contention parameters are independent and uniformly 
distributed in (0,1), and we have: 

ly,y,(Y 1,Y2l = n(n-l)(l-y2)""2 (4.12) 

Substituting Eq. 4.12 into Eq. 4.11 gives: 

ly(Y! a<Y1<w<Y2) = - 1
- (4.13) 

1 w-a. 
This result shows that the diatribution of y 1 is deter
mined once the final window ls known. Therefore, no 
new information is gained by using the first-order statis
tic in the likelihood !unction. 

The accuracy of prediction ca.n also be improved by 
techniques in time-series analysis. An Auto-Regressive
Moving~Average model can be used to obtain an adjusted 
window Wmv over time. A simple example is: 

Wmv(t) = (wmv(t-1) + w) / 2. (4.14) 

In this model the inHuence of previous windows is 
reduced by a !actor ol two each time. 

The performance ol the Virtual-Window Protocol 
with estimated load is depicted in Fisure 4. The average 
number of contention slots is 3.1 when n is estimated 
using the previous window alone, and the performance is 
very close to the optimum when n is estimated using 
moving averages. 

For the Tree-Walk and URN Protocols, cba.nnelload 
can be characterized by the number ol packets transmit
ted when the window bas circumscribed around the sta
tions once. This number can be collected' directly on the 
network. For the Priority·Resolution Protocol, n can be 
estimated from the number of stations contending in the 
highest priority level. The analysis is similar and will not 
be shown here. 

4.3 Optimization With Global Distributions 
The dynamic-programming formulation relit.-s on 

knowledge or channel load and distributions or eontenl.ion 
parameters. If the distributions are known, it is possible 
to infer the load information from the window size. This 
explains why the Virtual-Window Protocol performs well 
with estimated channel load. 

On the other hand, when the distributions are not 
available globally, the distribution of the firot-order 
statistic can be etitimated from contention activities on 
the network. However, the success probability, g{w,a,b), 
which depends on distributions of first-order and second
order statistics, cannot be derived from this information 
alone. It is only possible to predict the probabilities ol 
collision and no transmiss10n, thus the dynamic
programming forml;llatr' n is reduced to: 1 

( b) _ . 1 + n(a,w)·i(w,a,b) · (4.1&) 
n a, - .~~~b + n(w,b)·r(w,a,b) 

such that 
9(w,a,b) + r(w,a,b) = 1 

Using this formulation, the overhead of contentions can 
no longer be kept constant and is increased to O(log2 N). 
However I the performance depends on the entropy or the 
estimated distribution. A small entropy implies less 
uncertainty in identifying the minimum, and thus a 
better performance. This problem has been studied with 
respect to the resolution of priorities, and the entropy 
was found· to be reduced when traffic is ol bursty type. 
This issue will be covered in the future paper. 

6. CONCLUSION 
In this paper we have described a window-search 

scheme to find the extremum among a set or random 
numbers. This scheme ca.n be implemented effectively on 



CSMA/CD networks. It unifies a class of a.daptive 
CSMA protoeols and allows the optimization to be done 
by a uni9ue method. Dynamic-programming formulation 
to minim1ze the expected total number of contention slots 
was studied and evaluated. The formulation was based 
on information on channel load and distributions or con .. 
tention parameters. It was found that the average 
number or contention slots expended before the 
extremum was identified was bounded by a constant. 
This performance can be said to be optimal as far as the 
order of magnitude is concerned. In practice, channel 
load cannot be obtained directly and has to be estimated 
from the window size, the first-order statistic and the dis
tribution• of contention parameters. Future research lies 
in the investigation or contention parameters with less 
uncertainity in their values so that contention can be 
resolved in a shorter time. 
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